COMMUNICATION. IDENTITY. EDUCATION. ACTION. LANGUAGE IS IN ALL THINGS.
Experience teaching methods for P-12 classrooms that elevate second language acquisition practices.

**Featured Strands**

**Academic Vocabulary Sessions**
- Let’s OCDE Project GLAD® it UP!
- Improving Student’s Academic Conversations (Jeff Zwiers)

**Assessment Sessions**
- Improving SBA Writing Scores through OCDE Project GLAD® strategies
- OCDE Project GLAD® Infused Teacher Evaluation Frameworks
- Enhancing OCDE Project GLAD® strategies in your Classroom with

**Early Childhood Sessions**
- Building Foundational Skills with OCDE Project GLAD® Strategies
- Preschool GLAD® Classrooms: Alive, Aloud and A lot of Language

Find out more at https://tinyurl.com/yd4betgk
For more information, contact Maria Maningding at mmaningding@ocde.us / (714) 966-4156
CONFERENCE OPTIONS

**Whole Conference**
October 10-11, 2018
$375.00
- Site Visits
- ½ Day Institutes
- Keynotes
- Lunch
- Breakouts
- Day 1 Dinner

Register Here: http://ocde.k12oms.org/1253-149979

**Day 1**
October 10, 2018
$250.00
- Site Visits
- ½ Day Institutes
- **Keynote:** David Rogers
- Lunch
- Breakouts
- Dinner

Register Here: http://ocde.k12oms.org/1253-157293

**Day 2**
October 11, 2018
$200.00
- **Keynote:** Jeff Zwiers, Ed.D.
- Lunch
- Breakouts

Register Here: http://ocde.k12oms.org/1253-157294

**Keynote: David Rogers + Lunch (Oct. 10)**
$75.00
Executive Director of Dual Language Education of New Mexico (DLeNM), an educational nonprofit whose mission is to promote effective design and implantation of dual language programs. This national leader in Dual Language education is also the co-author of Guiding Principles for Dual Language Education. Listen and engage as David shares how “Dual Language Matters!”

Register Here: http://ocde.k12oms.org/1253-157295

**Keynote: Jeff Zwiers, Ed.D. + Lunch (Oct. 11)**
$75.00
A senior researcher at the Stanford Graduate School of Education, he has taught in elementary and secondary schools in diverse settings. His research centers on real classroom application, authoring books such as Academic Conversations, Conversational Discourse, Common Core State Standards in Diverse Classrooms and Developing Academic Thinking Skills. Build your knowledge base with Jeff as he shares how “Academic Conversations Matter!”

Register Here: http://ocde.k12oms.org/1253-157296